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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an embodied perspective on the develop-
ment of multimodal and perceptual replacement technologies
for Individuals with Blindness or Severe Visual Impairment
(IBSVI). The premise is that much of the difficulties encoun-
tered by IBSVI comes from the fact that our cultural world
and means of information exchange and design are inextrica-
bly associated with the capabilities of embodied humans en-
dowed with spatial vision. We present a pair of projects asso-
ciated with supporting mathematics instruction and learning
to IBSVI. The first relates to the particulars of embodied hu-
man discourse where gesture allows dynamic fusion of spo-
ken and visual instruction content. We developed a system
that addresses this challenge using computer vision and hap-
tic technology. In the second project, we address the problems
encountered by IBSVI in accessing information through read-
ing. Our e-Reader system allows IBSVI to engage in active
reading at their own pace and control.

Index Terms— blindness, embodiment, learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Imagine if everyone else were endowed like Michael Jordan
in his prime. What kind of a world would we live in? The
entire built-up world and cultural expectations would be de-
signed around 2 m tall individuals with tremendous dexterity.
Stair steps would be high enough to require significant effort
for most readers of this paper, shelves would be too high for
us to reach, and even the dimensions of keyboards, phones,
and books would concomitantly enlarged. Furthermore, inter-
human interaction would be designed where we would expect
to hand things to one another across larger distances (most of
us would become klutzes, dropping things that are routinely
tossed to one another). The authors and readers of this paper
would, in short, be ‘disabled’ in this world.

The point of the previous paragraph is that we are em-
bodied beings, and that the cultural world is designed for this
embodiment. Individuals with Blindness or Severe Visual Im-
pairment (IBSVI) are ‘otherly embodied’ along the dimen-
sion of visual perception. This paper advances the premise
that many of the barriers faced by IBSVI arise, not only from
the natural world, but from the cultural expectations designed

Fig. 1. Illustration of mathematics instruction

into world we construct, and the means by which we com-
municate and inform. This insight is accompanied by impli-
cations for technology we develop for IBSVI. With respect
to support for learning, these implications extend to under-
standing of the expectations built into the way we communi-
cate concepts and design information. We shall explore our
premise by looking at two systems designed to support learn-
ing by IBSVI. The first addresses the communicative deficits
encountered by IBSVI in receiving mathematical/science in-
struction, and the second addresses the design of information
and conveyance of knowledge itself.

2. MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION FOR IBSVI

The means by which we communicate mathematical concepts
in instruction is illustrated in Figure 1 where three channels
of communication are evident: 1. The vocal presentation by
the instructor; 2. The graphic that carries the mathematical
concepts being discussed; and 3. The pointing gesture that
allows the instructor and student to share a focus into the il-
lustration co-temporally with the vocal utterance. For IBSVI,
the latter two channels require some form of augmentation.
For line graphics, it is trivial to render the material as ‘raised-
line’ drawings using such inexpensive technology as paper
embossing [1] that are easily accessed by IBSVI [2].

2.1. Requirements for Pointing
To understand the requirements for conveying the pointing
gestures of the instructor, we draw on the principles of gesture
production, uptake, and communication. We highlight three
key features of human use of gestures: 1) Time synchrony
is critical for both production and uptake of deixis with re-
spect to speech [3]. This means that the gestural information
must be conveyed in real-time to allow the IBSVI to have



Fig. 2. The Haptic Deictic System – HDS

access to the referent of the pointing gesture simultaneously
with the reception of speech. 2) The pointing gestures are
performed in the process of speaking [4]. Since gesture and
speech are co-produced [3], the instructor she does not think
of the words to speak and then consciously think of what to
point at to illustrate specific words. This means that pointing
must be performed transparently while the speaker is think-
ing and speaking. 3) The student receives both gesture and
speech during instruction. Uptake of deixis cannot be a labo-
rious conscious process. Gesture uptake must be effortless in
the process of receiving the multimodal content. Of course,
this kind of exchange is lost to IBSVI, possibly accounting in
a significant way to the difficulty of such individuals to ad-
vance in mathematics education (SBVI are typically one to
three years behind their sighted counterparts [5]). Another
overarching goal of our solution is to enable inclusive class-
rooms, where IBSVI attend mainstream classes. It has been
argued that inclusive classrooms are beneficial for both dis-
abled [6] and non-disabled students [7]. Furthermore, such
inclusive instruction is required by law in the U.S. (Disabil-
ities Education Act Amendments (IDEA, 1997), and the No
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2001)). A court ruling [8] re-
inforced the non-segregational approach.

2.2. The Haptic Deictic System – HDS
Our Haptic Deictic System (HDS) [9, 10] is designed to meet
the aforementioned requirements. The HDS is summarized
pictorially in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows a classroom scene
with the instructor pointing into a graphic on a poster, and
a pair of seated students (one IBSVI, and one sighted) re-
ceiving instruction. The instructor’s pointing gestures (with a
wand in the figure, but the system is capable of tracking an un-
adorned hand) are tracked via the camera in the iMac placed
in front of him (Figure 2 C). Figure 2B shows a close-up pic-
ture of the two students from Figure 2A, with the IBSVI on
the left reading an embossed raised-line version of the graphic
on the poster. The down-looking camera visible in Figure
2A tracks the IBSVI’s reading hand (a frame of this tracking
video is shown in Figure 2E). In the instructor’s display on
the iMac monitor (see Figure 2D), the instructor can see the
video stream from the tracking camera showing the location

of his pointing focus (blue dot), and the reading location of the
IBSVI (green dot). Since the instructor’s graphic and the stu-
dent’s raised-line drawing are exact spatial facsimiles of each
other apart from scale, it is trivial to compute the spatial rela-
tionship between the instructor’s Point of Instructional Focus
(PIF), and the student’s point of Tactile Point of Access (TPA)
in the student’s raised-line drawing. If TIS transforms a point
from the instructor’s graphic to the student’s raised-line draw-
ing, then we can compute the Focal Disparity for the student
as FD = TIS(PIF) − TPA). Since the student is interacting
physically with the raised line drawing, TIS has to be updated
dynamically to keep the two spaces registered.

The IBSVI wears a haptic glove embedded with eight me-
chanical actuators (vibrating motors sewn into a glove pad).
The glove conveys the FD to the IBSVI to enable her to locate
the instructor’s deictic focus. All motors come to a complete
stop to indicate the SBVI has reached the PIF. The technical
details of the HDS design may be found in [11, 9].

2.3. Summary of Discourse Support Studies
The HDS is designed to support ‘natural’ speaking and point-
ing in an inclusive classroom situation where IBSVI learn
alongside sighted students. The instructor would simply
speak using a pre-prepared graphic for which raised-line ver-
sions are available to the IBSVI in the class. The instructor
would be able to point at the graphic while engaging the class
just as she would in an all-sighted classroom, except that the
IBSVI in the class would follow the pointing using the HDS,
and the instructor can monitor if the students are following
the instruction. For the sighted students, she would employ
the natural capacity for gaze awareness, and for the IBSVI,
she would use the instructor’s display in the iMac monitor.

We summarize the steps taken to realize the HDS and test
its operation. The design of the haptic glove involved a num-
ber of design and test iterations to arrive at a design that was
able to convey direction that the IBSVI can perceive in re-
altime. This entails a series of cycles of design, prototype
building, and perception-action tests. Because IBSVI need
a reference hand to anchor the reading, the glove was worn
on the student’s reading hand. Our design had to ensure: 1.
Real-time perception of direction and navigation to the tar-



get; 2. That the glove use does not interfere with the student’s
fingertip reading of the raised-line drawing; and, 3. That the
student had to be able to manage the cognitive load of listen-
ing to speech while navigating and reading.

Our studies showed that even when this level of percep-
tion was achieved, it still does not mean that the HDS can
facilitate fluid discourse. Our studies with the system in a
discourse context (a joint problem solving task) showed that
30% of discourse turns were dedicated to the technology and
the act of pointing itself. This focus on the operational aspects
of communication interfered with the functional goal of dis-
course. We determined that this is because the cognitive load
of maintaining discourse as far above that of even listening,
reading, and navigating in tandem. IBVSI require far more
familiarity with the system before they could use it as part of
a discourse-support system. Our solution was to develop a
computer game to enable the users to gain the necessary ‘em-
bodied skill’ [12]. The game was placed in the disabilities
support center of the institute where the IBSVI were situated,
and they could play the game at their leisure.

After our IBSVI participants engaged the game for an
academic semester, we tested the system for discourse sup-
port again. This time, the discourse task was completed in
a third of the time of our first study, and no discourse turns
were expended on either the technology or the act of point-
ing. In essence, embodied skill enabled the technology to
become transparent, and the IBSVI and their seeing partners
were simply talking and problem solving.

We constructed a pair of 3-class session mathematics in-
struction mini-courses and distributed our IBSVI participants
into constructed inclusive learning situations (an IBSVI with
three sighted students), and conducted the classes in counter-
balanced with- and without-HDS conditions.

2.4. HDS Results and Discussion
To assess the impact of the HDS on classroom dynamics and
learning, we designed three evaluation approaches. Although
the details of this study are beyond the scope of this paper, we
summarize them here to aid in understanding of the benefits
provided by the HDS. A detailed description may be found
in [10]. First, we developed a pair of psycholinguistically-
informed analysis approaches to determine if the HDS pre-
sented the IBSVI with the opportunity to learn. Second, we
employed a battery of analyses to determine if the HDS im-
pacted instructional discourse fluency. Third, we analyzed the
experience of all the participants in the inclusive learning sce-
narios (the instructor, SBVI, and the sighted students).

Our psycholinguistically-grounded analyses indicated
that the IBSVI in the with-HDS condition were afforded the
‘opportunity to learn’ by having access to the mathematical
concepts being conveyed. Our studies showed that the IBSVI
could combine the vocal utterances of the instructor with the
co-temporal graphical focus through awareness of pointing
. Our second test involved discourse analysis of the instruc-

tors’ utterances to see how instructional style is mediated by
the technology. We determined that the system allowed the
instructor to employ more deictic references (e.g., ‘this’ and
‘that’), and to be more economical in expression over against
the non-HDS case where every referent had to be explicitly
called out by name. There were also fewer class interruptions
to single out the IBSVI for assistance.

Finally, the introduction of the HDS was found to be ben-
eficial by all stakeholders in the inclusive classroom. The IB-
SVI had access to the material taught, and did not feel ‘sin-
gled out’ for special attention. The sighted students felt that
the class flowed better, and was not unnecessarily impeded by
the presence of the IBSVI. The instructors felt that the HDS
helped them to pace the class better by giving them awareness
of the IBSVI’s attentional status.

With respect to our basic premise, the HDS project shows
how an understanding of the communicative dynamics of
embodied human discourse helped us to identify an under-
studied aspect of perceptual deficit encountered by IBSVI.
This allows us to employ sensing technology (vision systems
that track the deictic gestures of the instructor and the read-
ing activity of the IBSVI), and output technology (the haptic
glove, and the heads-up display for the instructor) in an ef-
fective manner for aid instruction for, and learning by IBSVI.

3. DESIGN OF E-READERS FOR IBSVI

Our second project is in the design of e-Readers for IBSVI.
The underlying premise of this project is that books are in-
formation designed for embodied humans with sight. In fact,
the very form of the information itself is organized for visual
access. Walter Ong, in his highly influential work “Orality
and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word” [13] argued
that before the invention of printing and widespread literacy,
all information was designed for aural consumption. Alliter-
ation, rhyme, and orally-oriented organization permeated all
literature. After the advent of printing, information became
increasingly organized with the expectation of visual access
in its very fabric. When paper became the dominant form of
storage, transfer, and representation of knowledge, spatial or-
ganization, prosaic form, and visual markings (e.g., varying
fonts and typestyles) have become the coin of the realm for
information organization.

3.1. Understanding the problem
To understand this, consider reading this paper without the
ability to look back a paragraph or two, or even to skip back
to the introduction to see what the fundamental premise of
this paper is. The problem for IBSVI is that Braille, invented
in 1824, is still the only information format that supports spa-
tial reading. Unfortunately Braille literacy is declining in the
USA for various reasons, and the current Braille literacy level
stands at 10% [14]. Various forms of refreshable Braille are
limited to very small arrays of no more than eight lines of 40
characters each at maximum. Just as importantly, Braille is



cumbersome. “Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix”
is 870 pages in the paperback version, and the Braille it is
thirteen 14” × 11” volumes that makes a two-foot high stack.

Currently, the most viable alternative to Braille is the au-
dio book that renders text into audio streams. The IBSVI has
limited control to play, pause, and rewind the audio, but do
not have the ability to read and reread in the random order
that is trivial for the sighted. Various solutions that translate
printed books using OCR technology essentially proffer the
same solution. They obliterate space, and render information
as linear streams of ephemeral information borne by vibrat-
ing molecules of air. The problem is that the information was
designed for visual access, and IBSVI is left with the task of
maintaining all context, organization, and prior information
in memory. While audio books may be suitable for leisure
reading, few sighted people would entertain studying for an
examination using an audio book [15]. This may explain why
very few IBSVI advance through high school and beyond.

The introduction of slate-type devices and large form-
factor smart phones threatens to widen the information divide
for the IBSVI as information becomes more readily avail-
able to the sighted more rapidly. Conceptually, we address
the spatial nature of informational media itself. Informational
resources are not conceived or designed in a vacuum. They
are optimized for consumption by embodied beings, and in
this case, typically endowed with vision. An apropos analogy
may be a world endowed with staircases designed because we
are bipedal (as opposed to wheeled or arboreal) beings. Such
a world is biased against individuals with paraplegia. The
differences in the information/media world from this analogy
are twofold. First, the spatial nature of the media bias is not
as obvious, and so, not as well studied or understood. Conse-
quently, the importance of visuo-spatiality for information ac-
cess is undervalued. Second, unlike the staircase analogy, the
solution is not as easy as building ramps between floors. The
entire design of floors would be an impediment if the analogy
were to hold. Individuals deprived of a visuo-spatial sense
do not just have an input-output problem. The entire con-
ceptualization of information is permeated with this spatial
formulation. It is not just an information repackaging issue,
because the repackaging would have to involve a complete
information redesign. Rather, one has to think of providing
individuals without vision with an alternate means to access
space and not just information bits.

3.2. STAAR Solution Overview
Figure 3 pictures our Situated Touch Audio Annotator and
Reader (STAAR) e-Reader designed to provide spatial access
to textual information for IBSVI. Figure 3-left shows an iPad
with text rendered in it. The STAAR reader can handle any
PDF document. As the IBSVI moves her finger across the
text, as she touches each word the reader sounds the word.
The system tracks the finger, and speaks the word at the an-
ticipated rate at which the IBSVI moves across a line of text

Fig. 3. STAAR Reader with touchable text and overlay

– in essence giving her control of her own reading rate. Fig-
ure 3 -right shows an embossed overlay with a tactile pattern
that provides the IBSVI with landmarks and the haptic feed-
back needed to stay on line and to maintain place across the
iPad [16]. A set of tactile buttons allows for a limited set of
page and reading controls. The vertical lines allow the IBSVI
to more rapidly find a position on a line, and the vertical ruler
on the left side of the overlay allows the IBSVI to locate lines
of text. A minimal set of sonifications are designed to provide
the IBSVI with some awareness of page structure (e.g., where
the white space is).

The STAAR system thus provides a spatial tactile land-
mark grid for textual reading, and an audio system that ren-
ders the information on the page by location of touch. The
IBSVI is able to fuse both of these modes of sensing to gain
an understanding of the structure of the page, and to read and
reread at her own pace and under her control.

3.3. STAAR Design
Figure 4 provides a graphical overview of the subsystems
that make up the STAAR e-Reader. The left of the figure
shows the Basic System Components of the system architec-
ture, page layout and description, and overlay design. The top
right of the figure shows the design for Intelligent Runtime
Reading Support that helps the IBSVI to stay on a horizon-
tal line during reading. The bottom-left of the figure shows
the sub-systems for audio support. While the detailed design
is beyond the scope of this paper, we shall provide a high-
level overview of these system components to elucidate the
functioning of the e-Reader system, and how it addresses the
requirements and provides the functionality discussed earlier.

3.3.1. Basic System Components
The system architecture that has four major subsystems that
1. Interprets standard PDF documents; 2. Models the
page/document to be rendered spatially on the iPad; 3. Tracks
the actions of the IBSVI on the touch surface of the iPad; and,
4. Produces the audio to render the page dynamically.

We include the basic document presentation and overlay
designs in as Basic System Components. A series of careful
studies with IBSVI participants allowed us to determine ef-
fective document scales and layout of the overlay [17]. After



Fig. 4. Situated Touch Audio Annotator and Reader (STAAR)

some prototyping-testing iterations we determined that a ma-
terial known as ‘embossables’ [18] with a grid produced by a
standard high-end Braille embosser produced a usable overlay
that was perceptible to the IBSVI and allowed the iPad touch
surface to function. The key finding concerning the docu-
ment scale and overlay layout to be related here is that IBSVI
are able to use the tactile overlay as a landmarking grid even
when there is no one-to-one correspondence between the grid
lines and text lines. There is a requirement, however, that the
grid be denser than the text lines.

3.3.2. Intelligent Runtime Reading Support
In a usability study with 16 IBSVI, we found a high oc-
currence to “Wandering Between Lines” incident despite the
existence of the horizontal landmarks on the overlay [19].
Hence STAAR is designed with dynamic reading support fea-
tures [20]. If the system determines that the reader is in the
process of reading a line of text, the line-reading support is
activated. This support comprises two components. First, to
augment the tactile grid, a ‘sonic gutter’ is activated. This
is a kind of sound fence that produces a rustling sound when
the reader strays off the center of the current text line. Two
levels of audible signals are used on each side of the text for
closer, and farther deviations. At the same time, a probabilis-
tic decision system estimates if the user intended to stay on
line, and is merely straying, or if she intended to move to a
different line. In the first case, the system reads the ‘intended
next word’ even if the user’s finger had strayed onto an adja-
cent line (still within the range of the sonic gutter). The sonic
gutter provides feedback that the deviation has occurred and
allows the user to self-correct. If the system determines that
the user intended to leave the line, or if she moves beyond the
bound of the sonic gutter, the line reading support feature dis-
engages and the user is free to explore the document. What
this essentially does is ‘fatten the line’ that is currently being
read to account for motoric uncertainty.

Two other reading support features are designed into
STAAR. The first is the ‘skipped word notification system’
that produces a click if the reader moves so fast that the au-
dio system cannot keep up [19]. Each word skipped results
in an audible click to alert the IBSVI to the fact. The second
other support is that STAAR estimates which is the intended
‘reading finger’ and only renders words touched by that fin-
ger. This allows the IBSVI to use a trailing touch point as a
physical reference, or to touch the iPad surface with the heel
of the palm while reading.

3.3.3. Audio Subsystem
The final component block in STAAR handles the production
of audio. The runtime page structure sonification produces
audible cues concerning page spatial structure. This is a min-
imal set of sonifications are designed to provide the IBSVI
with spatial information on the page. These include white-
space (rustling sound when whitespace is touched), end-of-
line (a typewrite-style ‘ding’ when the last word is read),
skipped word (a click is heard if the IBSVI reads to quickly
for the system to keep up, and a word is skipped), and line
location (as the user moves her finger along the left vertical
margin, a click is heard when the finger crosses a line of text –
this allows the reader to know where to begin reading a line).

Finally, to enable self-paced reading, we had to imple-
ment a variable-speech-rate reading sub-system. This makes
it impractical to use a text-to-speech (TTS) system directly
because it is very hard to vary the vocalization duration of
each word dynamically within a sentence or range words be-
ing rendered. To address this, we developed a system where
TTS output is pre-sampled and pre-scaled for playback.

3.4. STAAR e-Reader Results and Discussion

The STAAR e-Reader was developed in collaboration with
a cadre of IBSVI participants who served as our early test-



ing participant designers and advisors [17]. The components
described in Figure‘4 were developed over multiple cycles
of ‘design–prototype–test with IBSVI–glean lessons learnt–
redesign’ cycles. As of this writing, we are in the process of
analyzing our results for the intelligent runtime reading sup-
port subsystem with the sonic gutter. To give a sense of the
functionality of the STAAR system, we summarize the results
of an extended Experience-Sampling Method [21] study [19].
This was after the third cycle of our design loop. We seeded
7 IBSVI with the STAAR system to use for two weeks in
their own homes and workplaces. Each participant was given
27 pages to read, and a set of reading and comprehension
benchmark tests were administered at the beginning and end
of the period. The results were very promising, with all read-
ers completing the reading and able to answer questions on
content and comprehension with minimal error. In fact three
of the participants completed all the readings in seven days,
and requested more. There was marked improvement over all
similar benchmarks administered in the second cycle tests.

With respect to this paper’s basic premise, the STAAR
project shows how an understanding nature of information as
being designed intrinsically for embodied/sighted individu-
als determined how we approached the problem. This allows
us to employ modern slate technologies with multimedia and
touch capabilities to address a fundamental problem encoun-
tered by IBSVI.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented a basic embodiment premise that many of
the impediments faced by IBSVI arise from the cultural ex-
pectations designed into our constructed world, and the means
by which we communicate. This lens has allowed us to fo-
cus our development of multimodal and alternative percep-
tion technologies to support IBSVI in the task of learning.
We believe that this perspective is critical for developers of
such technologies to address real, and pressing problems for
this important population.
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